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Abstract. We present an empirical study where the effects of three levels
of system transparency of an automated target classification aid on fighter
pilots’ performance and initial trust in the systemwere evaluated. The lev-
els of transparency consisted of (1) only presenting text–based information
regarding the specific object (without any automated support), (2) accom-
panying the text-based information with an automatically generated ob-
ject class suggestion and (3) adding the incorporated sensor values with
associated (uncertain) historic values in graphical form. The results show
that the pilots neededmore time to make a classification decision when be-
ing provided with display condition 2 and 3 than display condition 1. How-
ever, the number of correct classifications and the operators’ trust ratings
were the highest when using display condition 3. No difference in the pilots’
decision confidence was found, yet slightly higher workload was reported
when using display condition 3. The questionnaire results report on the pi-
lots’ general opinion that an automatic classification aid would help them
make better and more confident decisions faster, having trained with the
system for a longer period.

Keywords: Classification support, automation transparency,uncertainty
visualization, fighter pilots.

1 Introduction

Fighter pilots must be able to discriminate between various categories of aircraft
during a mission. They must further be able to prioritize amongst the detected
targets in order to ensure mission efficiency. However, due to factors, such as
stress, data over-load and fast-paced decision-making situations, it is not always
possible for the pilots to perform their classification and prioritization tasks with
good quality. As stated by de Jong et al. in [8], about 15% of the military defense
engagements are against friendly targets and severe accidents have occurred
(see for example [2,20]). Several causes have been listed as contributing to the
engagements of non-hostile targets, such as inexperienced military personnel,
insufficient data quality, failure of the battle management systems, classification
criteria, rules of engagement and malfunction of the identification system [2,4].
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To decrease the error rates associated with target identification and classifi-
cation, efforts have been made to improve the threat evaluation support systems
used, and guidelines for information visualization and operator-automation in-
teraction have been proposed (see for instance [11,6]). However, there is a lack
of empirical studies where the effects of applying all or some of these guidelines
on expert operators’ trust and performance have been evaluated. This paper
addresses this gap by investigating the effects of applying three levels of au-
tomation transparency on expert fighter pilots’ performance and trust when
classifying targets incorporated into scenarios developed by domain experts.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes related work, such as
how the task of target classification is conducted as well as what it meant by sys-
tem transparency. Section 3 describes the proof-of-concept target classification
prototype implemented, whereas section 4 presents the study performed. Sec-
tion 5 summarizes the results obtained, and sections 6 and 7 provide discussions
and conclusions and ideas for future work, respectively.

2 Related Work

2.1 Target Classification

The class of a target reveals target features such as allegiance, intent and possible
capabilities. The class can be assessed through analyzing sensor data (such as an-
alyzing identification-friend-foe (IFF) replies according to pre-defined database
setups), kinematical data (such as g-force, speed and altitude which reveal tar-
get behavior and platform performance characteristics) and through investigat-
ing team-based information (such as if another team-member has classified the
target) (see [5,9] for more information).

Different target classes can fulfill certain combinations of attributes of techni-
cal and behavioral characteristics and capabilities. For example, a fighter aircraft
has a typical radar signature, may be able to fly at high speeds and can fulfill
certain attack profiles [9]. These attributes can be measured by different sen-
sors, and through matching these attributes with a database collection of known
attribute setups, a probable target class can be generated. Perfect matches are
not always possible, due to non-complete databases, errors in sensor readings
as well as due to countermeasures used by the adversary, masking the targets’
characteristics.

To perform their classification tasks, fighter pilots have to quickly analyze
incoming data. When the identity or class of a detected target is unknown, the
pilots have to act fast to redirect sensors, analyze the data and collaborate within
the military teams to be able to create a better base for establishing the class
of the object. However, due to the fast-paced decision-making tempo, the large
amounts of data provided and the severity of the tasks they perform, fighter
pilots might not always be able to make correct decisions.
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2.2 System Transparency

In various domains, support systems are used that are able to aid operators to,
for example, collect and analyze information, but also to generate recommen-
dations of actions, as well as the implementation of these actions. However, as
stated by Paradis et al. [16], it is not likely that a human operator will accept an
automatically generated decision or action if no explanation is provided regard-
ing how the system arrived at this conclusion, which might lead to misuse and
disuse of the automated aid [10,17]. Further, if important information regarding
the system performance and inferences is omitted from the primary system dis-
plays, negative effects such as flawed operator decision-making and accidents can
occur. Therefore, several researchers have argued for the importance of system
transparency, highlighting the need for the operators to be able to easily use
and understand how a support system works [13,18]. The majority of research
related to improving system transparency is concerned with the visualization
of additional meta-information, or information qualifiers, especially the visual-
ization of uncertainty (see e.g. [1,3,12,19]). However, there are some works that
mark the need for presenting the reliability associated with system generated
recommendations (see e.g. [14,15,21]). For example, in Wang et al. [21], it was
concluded that the presentation of the reliability of an automated target identifi-
cation system improved the participants’ performance. However, the participants
in the study performed by Wang et al. were not expert operators (students and
employees at the Department of National Defense). Further, the participants in
the study were not informed of the classification model of the system, something
which might have affected the participants’ trust and performance.

3 The Classification Prototype

To evaluate the effects of automating the classification analysis tasks on the
fighter pilots’ performance and initial trust in an automated target classification
system, a proof-of-concept target classification prototype was implemented. The
classification model uses rules as basis for the evaluations, where setups of rules
and associated threshold values are used to determine if a target belongs to the
class “fighter” aircraft, “attack” aircraft or “other”. A “fighter” aircraft is defined
as a target that can possibly carry a beyond visual range missile, an “attack”
aircraft as a fixed-wing aircraft with attack capacity, whereas an aircraft of class
“other” is defined as neither a fighter nor attack aircraft. The rules incorporate
parameters such as the maximum speed, maximum altitude, maximum g-force,
type of engine and the identity extracted from the electronic warfare system, and
pre-defined threshold values for the numerical data and membership rules for the
categorical data are used to classify targets into one of the three categories. For
example, a target with altitude > 50000 ft indicates a fighter aircraft, a target
with altitude> 35000 ft can either belong to the class fighter or attacker, whereas
a target with a altitude < 35000 ft can belong to all the three classes. Results
from the different parameter measurements are fused and the most probable
class is extracted. If inconsistent parameter checking results are obtained, i.e.
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Fig. 1. The display conditions representing different levels of class automation trans-
parency. Figure section 1 represents the first display condition, including a text-based
representation of the object parameters. The second display condition, figure section 2,
includes both the text-based parameters and a system generated class suggestion. The
third display condition, figure section 3, includes the text-based parameters, the system
class suggestion as well as a detailed view of the included parameters with associated
(uncertain) historical sensor values.

that the target can either be a fighter or attacker for example, both conclusions
are displayed.

The results from the classification inferences are displayed through three
means, representing three levels of classification transparency: (1) only present-
ing text-based information regarding the specific object (without any automated
support), (2) accompanying the text-based information with an automatically
generated object class suggestion and (3) adding the incorporated sensor val-
ues with associated (uncertain) historic values in graphical form (see Figure 1).
These display conditions are hereafter referred to as display condition (DC)
DC1/DC2/DC3. In DC2 and DC3, the results from the classification inferences
are shown with a representation based on intervals. This representation was
chosen due to the possibility of making the classification model transparent to
the operators, i.e. by making the parameter rule threshold values explicit to the
pilots.

Three colors were used to indicate the different classification categories, i.e.
targets positioned within the black segment of the interval representation belong
to the “fighter” class, whereas targets in the gray and white segments belong
to the classes “attacker” or “other” respectively. Uncertainties in the parameter
inputs are indicated through two means: dealing with numerical data, the larger
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the orange bar, the greater the uncertainty, while dealing with categorical data,
the term ’unknown’ is used. If no value for a parameter has been measured,
the associated interval bar is left blank. The measured maximum value for a
numerical parameter is indicated through the use of a black and white line.

By using the classification prototype described above, we wanted to investigate
the effects of automating the classification analysis tasks on the fighter pilots’
performance and initial trust in the automated target classification system. We
hypothesized that:

– H1: The pilots will need more time to classify a target when being presented
with DC2 and DC3, than DC1.

– H2: The pilots will report higher confidence ratings when being presented
with DC3, than DC1 and DC2.

– H3: The pilots will be better able to make correct decisions when being
presented with DC2 and DC3, than DC1.

– H4: The pilots will report higher trust ratings when being presented with
DC3, than DC1 and DC2.

4 Method

4.1 Participants

Six experienced fighter pilots participated in the study. The pilots were all male.
The average age was 51.8, and the pilots had on average 2700 hours of experience
of flying military aircraft.

4.2 Experimental Design and Procedure

The classification rules were applied to a set of 11 scenarios using a fixed ar-
rangement of targets and associated characteristics. Each scenario was further
divided into 3 sub-scenarios, each containing one of the three display conditions.
Altogether, 33 momentary images were prepared by domain experts and pre-
sented to the participants. The pilots were to classify one target per scenario,
i.e. 33 targets in total. The order of the targets to classify was randomly gen-
erated using a balanced Latin square design. The target classification prototype
was shown on a 24-in. LCD monitor (set to 1920x1200 pixel resolution). A reg-
ular desktop station with a computer screen, a mouse and a keyboard was used
during the experiments.

A briefing was held before the test session to inform the pilots of the purpose
of the experiment, the classification model used and the scenario used during
the experiment (i.e. the possible targets to appear in the scenarios). The pilots
were also provided time to study the classification rules used and were trained to
understand the different visualizations by going through two training scenarios.
During the test session, the pilots were presented with the different scenario
images and were requested to make a classification decision based on each of
them. To their aid, they were provided with the “classification system manual”
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in paper form, i.e. the rules of the system prototype, the possible target types
to appear during the scenarios etc. After the test session, the pilots were further
asked to answer a questionnaire.

4.3 Collected Data

The time needed for the pilots to make a decision regarding a specific target
was noted. When having classified a target (i.e. stating that the target was a
fighter, attacker or other), the pilots were asked which parameters they based
their classification decision on. The pilots were further asked how certain they
were about their decisions being correct, as well as their perceived workload (on
a scale between 1–3, where 1 indicates a low certainty/low workload). Moreover,
in the scenarios where the system provided a classification suggestion, the pi-
lots were asked to estimate their level of trust in the automatically generated
class suggestion (on a scale between 1–3, where 1 indicates low trust). After the
test session, the pilots answered a questionnaire, containing questions regard-
ing their perceived workload when using the three display conditions, as well
as their general subjective opinions of the classification support system (see the
Appendix).

5 Results

Due to the different nature of the data analyzed, various statistical tests have
been carried out. Paired t-tests (for normal distributed data and more than
two variables), Mann-Whitney U (for categorical data) and Kruskal-Wallis (for
discrete or not normal distributed data) tests with significance level α = 0.05
were conducted over the collected data, using the SPSS statistical software.

The test results show that the average time needed to make a classification
increases with the level of information presented, i.e., the largest classification
time corresponds to DC3, while the lowest was recorded using DC1 (DC1: mean
= 9.275, std. deviation = 8.882; DC2: mean = 10.378, std. deviation = 6.063;
DC3 : mean = 12.898, std. deviation = 7.627). There was a significant effect
regarding the time needed to classify the targets between DC2 and DC3 (t(65) =
−2.799; p = 0.007) and between DC1 and DC3 (t(65) = −3.270; p = 0.002), see
Figure 2.

The average trust value assigned by the participants to DC3 was higher (mean
= 2.924, std. deviation = 0.703) than the one assigned to DC2 (mean = 1.909,
std. deviation = 0.738). A t-test shows that there is a significant difference in
trust values between these two displays (t(65) = −4.749; p =< 0.000).

The number of correct classifications was very similar for the three conditions,
and no significant differences were found during the analysis of the means (DC1:
mean = 4.000, std. deviation = 1.732; DC2: mean = 4.545, std. deviation =
1.213; DC3: mean = 4.454, std. deviation = 1.809). Neither was a significant
difference found between the different display conditions regarding the pilots’
confidence values (DC1: mean = 1.969, std. deviation = 0.743; DC2: mean =
1.954, std. deviation = 0.773; DC3: mean = 2.121, std. deviation = 0.832).
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Fig. 2. Time to classify – the pilots needed more time to make a classification decision
when being presented with DC2 and DC3, than when using DC1. Further, the pilots
needed more time when using DC3 than DC2.

The trust in automation scale provided by Jian et al. [7] was adapted to
provide an indication of the pilots’ initial trust in the classification support
system prototype used. The questionnaire template includes questions such as
how well respondents understand the workings of the automation and if they
would like to use the system (see the Appendix for the full set of questions),
answered by using a 7-point Likert scale. All six pilots marked a value between
5–7 on the question “I understand how the classification support system works”,
i.e. indicating a good understanding of the system. Four pilots marked 5 or 6
regarding if they would use the system if it was provided to them, indicating
a good acceptance of the system, and 5 pilots argued that the system would
have a positive effect on their performance in classification scenarios (marking
5 or 6). In summary, the responses to the trust questionnaire indicate that the
majority of the pilots indeed trusted the system and that they would use it if it
was provided to them.

The pilots also answered questions regarding their subjective impressions of
the three display conditions, if the classification suggestion automatically pro-
vided to them (if applicable) influenced their decision, as well as if the uncer-
tainty representations affected their decisions. The pilots indicated that DC1
and DC3 were most useful for them since the design provided a visualization
of all the parameters used in the evaluation. They further argued that when
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parameter values were missing, the historical values provided when using DC3
(i.e. the maximum speed/altitude etc.), were helpful. However, due to to their
previous experience with DC1 and its limited amount of information included,
two of the pilots argued that they felt that they made a quicker decision during
this condition. However, five of the pilots argued that the information provided
through DC3 provided them with a greater information base for grounding their
decisions, possibly leading to more accurate decisions. All six pilots argued that
if a classification suggestion was provided to them, it influenced their own classi-
fication decision—either through making them analyze the different parameters
once more if they disagreed with the system generated suggestion, or through
confirming their thoughts, making them feel more confident in their decisions.
Only two pilots indicated that the uncertainty visualizations affected their de-
cisions, possibly due to the simplicity of the scenarios. The questions in the
questionnaire further indicate that the pilots experienced slightly higher work-
load when using DC3.

6 Discussion

In summary, a statistical significant difference regarding the time needed to
make a classification decision was noted between DC2 and DC3 (p = 0.007), and
between DC1 and DC3 (p = 0.002), thus confirming our first hypothesis. This
difference was also noted in the questionnaire results where two pilots explicitly
noted that they felt that they needed more time to make a decision when using
DC3 than display DC1. This result is perhaps not surprising given that the
amount of information incorporated into DC3 exceeds the information given
by DC1. Further, several pilots argued that they are more accustomed with
the representation found in DC1, thus making it easier for them to extract the
information needed to make a decision.

A significant difference was also found regarding the pilots’ trust in the clas-
sification support system between DC2 and DC3 (p < 0.000). Answers from the
questionnaire highlight the fact that many of the pilots found DC2 too much
“black box” for them, i.e. masking the underlying parameters used in the evalu-
ations, resulting in decreased understanding and trust. No statistical difference
between DC1 and DC3 was found, thus not completely fulfilling our fourth hy-
pothesis, i.e. that the pilots would report higher trust values when using DC3.
However, different trust ratings might be obtained if further evaluations and
training with the system using DC3 are conducted. Yet, it might also be the
case that the pilots viewed the setup of the system rules too simplistic to reflect
appropriate classification bases to be used during real missions, perhaps lowering
their trust in the classification system suggestions as a whole.

No statistical significance regarding the pilots’ confidence in their decisions or
the correctness of these decisions was noted in the quantitative data. However,
results from the data collected from the questionnaire questions indicate that
the pilots found that the historical values provided in DC3 indeed positively
affected their decisions, i.e. making them more confident in the decisions made.
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Thus more research is needed to investigate our second hypothesis (i.e. that
DC3 will generate higher confidence ratings) after the pilots have trained with
the system for a longer period, which will probably also have an effect on the
pilots’ subjective trust ratings toward the support system.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

The results indicate that the pilots needed more time to make a classification
decision when being provided with DC2 and DC3 than display condition DC1
(H1) (significant difference, see Figure 2). Comparing the reported trust ratings
from DC2 and DC3, higher ratings can be found in DC3 (H4) (significant differ-
ence). This provides and indication that the inclusion of the different parameter
values in the classification visualization provides a better foundation for pilot
trust in the classification system, yet at the expense of longer decision times.
However, no trust difference was found between DC1 and DC3. No differences
in decision confidence or decision correctness were found when comparing the
three display conditions (H2, H3). The answers to the questionnaire questions
highlight the slight increase of perceived workload, but also the general opin-
ion that such support system would aid them make better and more confident
decisions faster, having trained with the system for a longer period.

Future work will include further evaluations of different levels of transparency
of the automatic classification system after conducting longer training sessions
together with the pilots. Future work could also include investigations of other
visualization formats where the amount of information elements used during
DC3 could be reduced, perhaps resulting in a decrease of the pilots’ feelings
of information overload when being presented with DC3. Such information el-
ement reduction could result in greater performance improvements when using
the proposed classification support system.
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Appendix

Questionnaire Template – Trust in the Classification Support System

The following questions were used to estimate the fighter pilots’ initial trust
in the classification support system used during the experiment. The questions
were answered using a 7-point Likert scale (1: not at all, 7: to a high degree) The
questions were adapted from the trust in automation questionnaire provided by
Jian et al [7].

– I understand how the classification support system works – its goals, actions
and output.

– I would use the classification support system if it was available to me.
– I believe that the classification support system will have a positive effect on

my performance when it comes to classifying objects (faster decisions, more
correct decisions).

– I put my trust in the system.
– I believe that the classification support system would aid me perform my

classification tasks in a safe manner.
– I believe that the classification support system is reliable.
– I believe that I can trust the classification support system.

Questionnaire Template – Mental Workload, Situation Awareness
and Trust

The following questions were posed to the fighter pilots to collect their subjective
opinions of the usefulness of the classification support system, as well as their
opinions of the three display conditions on their perceived mental workload,
situation awareness and trust. Both Likert scale questions (from 1: not at all, to
10: highly agree) and free-text based questions were used.

– Would a classification support system aid you when performing your classi-
fication tasks during a mission? (Free text.)

– Did you have sufficient knowledge of the classification model to use the
system? (Free text.)

– With which alternative (1, 2 or 3) do you feel you performed the best? Why?
(Free text.)

– Estimate your mental workload when using visualization alternative 1 (Likert
scale.)
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– Estimate your mental workload when using visualization alternative 2 (Likert
scale.)

– Estimate your mental workload when using visualization alternative 3 (Likert
scale.)

– How well do you think that visualization alternative 1 supported your situ-
ation awareness? (Likert scale.)

– How well do you think that visualization alternative 2 supported your situ-
ation awareness? (Likert scale.)

– How well do you think that visualization alternative 3 supported your situ-
ation awareness? (Likert scale.)

– How easy was visualization alternative 1 to use? (Likert scale.)
– How easy was visualization alternative 2 to use? (Likert scale.)
– How easy was visualization alternative 3 to use? (Likert scale.)
– Do you think that visualization alternative 1 involves a risk to make a wrong

classification decision? (Likert scale.)
– Do you think that visualization alternative 2 involves a risk to make a wrong

classification decision? (Likert scale.)
– Do you think that visualization alternative 3 involves a risk to make a wrong

classification decision? (Likert scale.)
– To which degree do you trust the information presented when using visual-

ization alternative 1? (Likert scale.)
– To which degree do you trust the information presented when using visual-

ization alternative 2? (Likert scale.)
– To which degree do you trust the information presented when using visual-

ization alternative 3? (Likert scale.)
– When the classification support system provided a class suggestion, did you

trust this suggestion? (Free text.)
– When the classification support system provided a class suggestion, did this

suggestion affect your own decision? (Free text.)
– Did the uncertainty representation affect your decision-making? (Free text.)
– Did the uncertainty representation gave you a better understanding of the

automatic classification? (Free text.)
– Did the uncertainty representation affect your trust in the system classifica-

tions? (Free text.)
– Would you like to manually establish rules and threshold values for the

automatic classification? (Free text.)
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